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TestCases finding by id I have a script that is calling a different script. I've made a visual effect for
the button that fires off this function, but I am having trouble figuring out how to do it properly. Here
is the script that needs to be hooked into the function of the button on the "jump" block. using
UnityEngine; using System.Collections; public class StepCounter : MonoBehaviour { int step; bool
completed; public Transform target; public float targetDistance; public GameObject jumpblock; //
Start is called before the first frame update void Start () {
jumpblock.GetComponent().anchoredPosition = new Vector3(0, 0.1f, 0); step = 0; targetDistance =
0.05f; } // Update is called once per frame void Update () { step++; if (step >= targetDistance) {
completed = true; } } } I've tried a few things (below) but I can't seem to get the target of the script
to find the gameobject that is being clicked. [Test] public void I_Can_Hit_Target() { //Step Counter
from UI GameObject stepCounter = GameObject.Find("Actions > Step Counter"); int step = 0;
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